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Atlantic Friends’ Newsletter 
November/December  2003 

 
 
DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 
DEC. 15, 2003 

Editor's Comments:   
Did you notice in the Sept. issue reference 
to two religious sects that have something 
in common with Quakers?  Ellen & Keith 
Helmuth's son Eric married Judy Filc, who is 
from a Humanistic Judaism sect that is 
humanistic and non-theistic, somewhat like 
Quaker Universalists.  Then, Lesley Read 
wrote an article about Voo Bo Dun, i.e. 
"voodoo", which is tolerant "because 
everyone has the right to choose his or her 
own way of worshipping and to see God 
through what they worship," claims a 
practitioner, "You cannot live without being 
spiritual."  What a pity that Christians, 
Jews, Muslims, and Vodonists all have their 
crazies as well as followers of love and 
respect, holism and order.                 
  em 
 

Coming Up 
 
Atlantic Friends Meeting for Common 
Concerns:  Sat., Nov. 1, 11:00-4:00, with 
potluck, at home of Maida Follini (NBMM), 
183 East Victoria St., Amherst, NS,  902-
661-1377. 
Agenda:  Reports on: AFG, previous and 
next; FWCC, New England-AFG; AF 
Newsletter; AFG treasurer; Youth 
Programmes; AF Programme Committee; 
CYM sessions, recent & upcoming; our 3 
MMs; isolated & individual Friends; special 
interests or worship-sharing. 
 
Barbara Pritchard (Halifax MM) is giving 2 
piano recitals:  Sun., Nov. 16, 8:00 pm, in 
Brunton Auditorium, Mount Allison 
University, Sackville, NB; and Sat., Nov. 22, 
8:00 pm, in the Art Gallery, St. Mary's 
University, Halifax. 
 
Ruth Main, Halifax MM, is giving a 
workshop on Dream Interpretation, Nov. 22 
or 29, in Halifax.  Please give HMM 
Programme Committee your preference. 

 

New England-Atlantic Friends 
Gathering, October 10-13, 2003, 
Green Hill Lake Camp, Greenhill 
Lake, NB 

The weekend was a success!  A 
small congregation of Friends shared 
interesting topics, worship, outdoor 
activities, gourmet food, and fine facilities.  
26 people came: 14 adults (half from New 
England), most for the three days; 5 
parents and 7 youths for just Sunday. 

Fri. night we settled in with soup 
and fellowship.   

Sat. morning we circled in worship 
and a go-around of updating each other. 

Edith Miller, Editor.  Personals, scheduled 
meetings, articles, suggestions and 
comments to (emails preferred) 448 Golf 
Club Rd., Fredericton, N.B., E3B 5Z7; 506-
454-5882 memiller@nb.sympatico.ca 
 
Daphne Davey. Reproduction and mailing: 
Send name and address changes to P.O. 
Box 299, Cornwall, PEI, C0A 1H0; (902)-
675-3501; fax (902) 675-2533; 
ddavey@isn.net 
 
Kunyi Mangalam.  Layout: 1388 Bedford 
Hwy., Bedford, N.S., B4A 1E2; (902) 835-
0840 mangalam@accesswave.com 
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After a tea break, Michael Miller 
(NBMM) led a discussion on Science and 
Religion, a subject of great interest to him, 
which he hopes to pursue further. 

Sat. afternoon ten of us snuggled in 
two cars to tour Falls Brook Centre in 
Knowlesville, NB.  Some of us remembered 
its director, Jean Arnold, who hosted big 
alliance-building gatherings of Natives and 
non-Natives organized by Portland, Maine's 
Center for Vision and Policy, around 13 
years ago on her former farm.  Only four 
km from there is this farm on which she 
established this Centre in 1990. 

Falls Brook Centre, reads the 
brochure, is a non-profit, charitable, 
environmentally focused community 
development demonstration centre in NB.  
Located on 400 acres of farm and forest 
land, FBC demonstrates the practical 
application and implementation of 
sustainable development. 

FBC demonstrates that it is possible 
to live more lightly in our local 
environment while being able to contribute 
positively to the local economy.  A wide 
range of regional and international 
programs supports local communities and 
organizations, helping them adapt to a 
sustainable future. 

Visitors and school groups come to 
the Centre throughout the year to attend 
workshops in the conference centre and to 
walk around the various demonstration 
sites. 

Diane Phipps (Bar Harbor, ME) 
agreed to describe our day at Falls Brook 
Centre: 
"Jean Arnold, of Falls Brook Centre, 
welcomed us to the 400-acre educational 
demonstration and training centre. 
 
"There are four concentrations at this non-
profit: organic agriculture, forest 
management, renewable energy, 
community development. 
 
"Existing in climate zone #3 challenges the 
organic agriculture; however, they grow 
fruits and vegetables in abundance and sell 

them at the local Woodstock Farmers' 
Market [founded by Ellen Helmuth 10 or so 
years ago].  Seed Savers of New Brunswick 
come in the spring to share seeds for the 
Seed Savers' garden. 
   
"In raised beds they grow trees from seed 
to ensure the continuation of certain tree 
species.  On site is a forest museum with 
many educational displays.  Forest trails 
are maintained for walkers and a map is 
available in the parking lot of the different 
trails. 
 
"The annual workshop on 'How to electrify 
your home' draws people from all over to 
engage in a workshop held in their 'off-the-
grid' solar-powered lecture hall. 
 
"Students arrive from all over the world to 
work on the farm in the summer season.  
Housed in various buildings on the campus 
and fed from the garden, they settle into 
the work of the Centre.   
 
"Some may go on the road in the Big Blue 
Discovery Bus teaching sustainable living 
practices.  Powered by vegetable oil and 
sprouting a windmill on top, the bus is 
filled with displays educating students 
about climate change." 
 
Falls Brook Centre, 125 So. Knowlesville 
Rd., Knowlesville, NB, E7L 1B1.   
Tel: 506-375-8143 
Fax: 506-375-4221 
e-mail: fbc@nbnet.nb.ca 
 

Sat. night, returning from FBC just 
in time for supper and cleanup, we 
convened in the upstairs room, which is set 
up for meetings and concerts with a stage 
and audio-visual equipment.  Of course, we 
relied on our natural resources: voices and 
two acoustic guitars! 

We had a Meeting for Readings of 
poems, book excerpts, a newspaper article, 
songs, and a review of what everyone else 
had shared!   
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We also had a memorial to Jean 
Mitchell, who died on August of 2002 in 
New London, CT.  She was predeceased by 
her husband, Hobart Mitchell, in March of 
that year.  Jean and Hobart co-founded 
New London Friends Meeting and, in 1981, 
our New England-Atlantic Friends 
Gathering.  What a tradition they started!  
Although I think that Ben Cates and Edith 
and Michael Miller are the only ones 
present who were there at the start, many 
of us remember the Mitchells with 
fondness. 

Somewhere in between meetings 
and meals, some of us enjoyed an unusual 
activity: we availed ourselves of the camp's 
canoes.  The camp allowed us to use not 
one but three canoes, giving us the key to 
the padlock on the boating shed.  My 
muscles are still aching! 

Sun. morning, Diane Phipps led a 
reading group on the Gospel of Thomas, 
before our Meeting for Worship.  About half 
of the whole gathering came for just this 
day. 

Before heading upstairs to join in, I 
found Karen Burke (Winthrop, ME) 
preparing the Thanksgiving dinner all by 
herself.  I started helping her by peeling 
potatoes, and then got drawn into the role 
of sous chef.  As I finished one task, a big 
pot would come my way, its contents 
having been transferred to another 
container for a new development in taste, 
and I would wash it and put it away to 
make room for more pots and pans and 
food to prepare.  Michael joined me by 
peeling squashes and lifting one of two 
heavy turkeys onto a tray.  Then, Meeting 
for Worship finished, others wandered into 
the kitchen and helped. 

Since Karen has joined this annual 
NE-AFG, we have been blessed with a kind 
of ministry not common among Quakers: 
that of gourmet cooking.  Her offering of 
culinary skills and standards, herbs and 
vegetables from her garden, and dedication 
are as much a blessing as the offerings of 
our Quaker artists, musicians, theologians, 
social-justice activists, and so on.   

Sun. afternoon was pretty well 
occupied with eating this scrumptious 
repast and cleaning up, after which 
Charlotte Ritter (Camden, ME, and 
Damariscotta Meeting) brought up the 
theme of Exploring Silence. 

At night we walked out, under Mars 
and a few stars struggling out of the clouds, 
to a big fire-pit, where we sang around a 
bonfire and drank mulled cider.   When the 
moon, almost full, rose enough to provide 
some light, we returned. 

Mon. morning we took time from 
our packing up of clothes and leftover food, 
to hold a mini Meeting for Worship, and 
then finished cleanup.   

We also wrote notes to Friends who 
had not been able to come, and comments 
of appreciation to the director and 
manager of the camp for the fine facilities 
and their trusting us with the canoes. 

We slept either in the main lodge in 
25-bed rooms that flanked communal 
bathrooms, dining room, and kitchen; or in 
two brand-new motel-like cabins of four 
rooms each, each with six beds, full 
bathroom, and heating.   

In spite of these comfortable 
facilities, it was only $8.50/person/day.  
We hope to reserve the place for next year 
and that you who did not attend will come 
next year. 

I swear (sorry--affirm?) the trees 
turned color for us over the weekend.  Fall 
set the stage for us, as red maple leaves 
fringed the lake, over which the setting sun 
radiated a glistening path. 
    em 

 

Comments on Canadian Yearly 
Meeting 2003 
From Alleson Kase, Halifax MM, Eighth 
month, 2003  
 

Greetings Friends, 

I hope that summer is treating you kindly 
or, if not, that you are finding the 
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perspective to persevere with Friendly 
attitudes, as we at CYM in session are 
endeavoring to do. In other words, the 
weather here has been trying; dramatic 
thunderstorms have exploded over this 
beautiful valley almost every night, 
plaguing light sleepers, as well the campers 
of course. 

Thankfully, I have been one of the 
fortunate campers whose tent has 
withstood the nightly onslaughts. 

Some of you may already be familiar with 
Sedbergh School in Montebello, Que. While 
it has been the site of many past YMs, 
apparently this is likely the last time 
Friends will meet here due to rising costs.  
Those who are sleeping indoors are paying 
$48/night for the privilege, in addition to 
their meal costs--or are being subsidized by 
other Friends, which comes down to much 
the same burden for CYM as a whole.  

It is a beautiful site, however, and the staff 
is very friendly.  The school’s grounds 
encompass 1200 acres, most of them 
wooded.  There are two lakes and hundreds 
of miles of trails on the property--or so I 
am told--like most Friends, I have not taken 
much time to explore our setting. I have 
been swimming, however, in the closer of 
the two lakes that is about a 12-minute 
walk from the school’s buildings.  

I arrived Thursday afternoon, July 31. On 
Friday and Saturday, I helped co-facilitate 
the CFSC-sponsored pre-gathering 
workshop, "Turning the Tide".  Earlier in 
the week, I had trained in the same 
workshop at Ottawa Meeting House.  The 
two facilitators from the UK are lively and 
thought-provoking, as well as activists in 
their own right.  Helen Stevens, from 
Scotland, has been part of an anti-Trident 
group that continues to take direct action 
against the U.S. submarine base there 
despite numerous arrests and more than 
two decades of struggle.  Before 
retirement, she was employed by the 
Scottish Centre for Nonviolence.  Both she 

and co-facilitator Steve Whiting are 
members of Britain Yearly Meeting.  

I am willing to attempt to give a similar 
training in Nova Scotia, perhaps in tandem 
with an experienced AVP (Alternatives to 
Violence Project) trainer, if there is 
sufficient interest.  It is something that 
Monthly Meeting(s) might want to support--
perhaps in the fall ‘03 or winter ‘04.   

Paige and Charlie Kennedy, Judith Ann and 
I have attended all the Meetings for 
Worship for Business--although not all of us 
all the time, of course.  Some of the issues 
that were brought to Friends’ attention 
include: 

- The ad-hoc committee on the CYM gift 
for outreach distributed a summary of 
disbursement for the initial $50,000. 
An additional $50,000 may be available 
next year.  These funds would 
originate from the same donor who 
provided the last $50,000, but because 
of possible interference by the donor 
with Friends’ discernment, it remains 
a possible rather than probable 
opportunity. Friends are in unity that 
the donor will not be allowed to 
circumvent or supersede Friends’ 
process. 

- The next draft chapter on Foundations 
of Faith was distributed.  Betty Polster 
reminded us that October 10th is the 
next deadline for submissions on the 
topic of “The Meeting Community”.  

- Yearly Meeting of Ministry & Counsel 
presented a minute of record on the 
issue of same-sex marriage.  Before 
the week was out CYM in session 
approved the minute as well. Its final 
paragraph reads:  
“We support the right of religious 
groups (including individual Quaker 
Meetings) and clergy to consent to or 
to refuse to perform same-sex 
marriages.  We also support the right 
of same-sex couples to a civil marriage 
and the extension of the legal 
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definition of marriage to include same-
sex couples.”  

- Anne Thomas was thanked (in absentia) 
for her assistance in compiling relevant 
minutes from Monthly Meetings that 
assisted CMMC in submitting a brief to 
the Standing Committee on Justice and 
Human Rights on same-sex marriage.   

- We were reminded that the Religious 
Education Committee is in great need 
of support and participation.  At the 
time of writing, there is no nomination 
for a member from the East.  

- We were reminded that both 
Continuing Meeting of Ministry & 
Counsel and the editor of The 
Canadian Friend, June-Etta Chenard, 
would like to receive copies of Monthly 
Meeting minutes. 

- The report from Finance Committee 
stressed that the general fund is 
decreasing annually due to rising costs 
and decreased investment income, 
while donations have remained the 
same.  The budget recommendation to 
decrease funds available for 
participation in outside bodies was 
eventually approved, with some 
regrets.  It was stated that additional 
monies would be sought to reinstate 
these budget items for 2004, if 
possible.  

- The Quaker Ecology Action Network, 
QEAN, is looking for a Clerk.  No travel 
money is available but most 
discussions and decisions are made by 
email. 

- Discipline Review Committee brought 
for approval a statement on fostering 
right relationships, as a responsibility 
of CMMC.  

- Roch Tane, of the International Civil 
Liberties Monitoring Group, gave a 
short report on the impact of anti-
terrorist legislation, such as Bill C-36, 
which has already resulted in changes 

to 23 laws and will likely seriously 
erode due process in this country.  We 
were reminded that Bill C-17, which 
would allow additional information 
gathering and sharing with the U.S., is 
still before Parliament and, therefore, 
could yet be stopped.  

Tom Findley gave the Sunderland P. 
Gardner lecture (and slide show!) We 
learned of his amazing canoe trips from 
New York to the Arctic Circle, and saw 
slides of his simple home in Northern 
Ontario, where security is a wood pile, not 
a missile defense system.  

Last but not least, those 80 or so of us in 
the food co-op were treated to a direct 
action by the 10 to 13-year-olds in support 
of organic foods. Their action was 
inspired, no doubt, by our friends from 
BYM who are turning the tide for social 
change.  

Delegate's Report on CYM 
From Charlie & Paige Kennedy, Antigonish 
Worship Group of Halifax MM 
 
I was privileged to be among nearly 200 
Friends from across the continent, ranging 
in age from seven weeks to nearly 90 years, 
at our gathering at Sedbergh School in the 
beautiful Gatineau Hills at Montebello, 
Que.  In the first CYM where my time 
wasn’t wholly devoted to Youth Program, it 
was good to join the larger Friends’ 
community in "renewal of spirit, and to 
labor in the Light, seeking our way in these 
times of turmoil, trusting our faith and 
each other." (from CYM’s Epistle).  As this 
is such a good summary of the week, I’ll 
quote from it, adding personal observations 
and details from my notes. 
 
The theme of Simplicity--which springs 
from Truth--ran throughout our week of 
worship, work and play. We found 
community in our difficult struggles to 
balance the budget, and the balancing of 
human pyramids by the young people--
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actually an intergenerational activity--as 
they learned to support and trust one 
another.  We share when we lift the load 
together, use the gifts we are given, and 
trust in God’s leading and care.  Young 
Friends remind us that the concepts of 
balance and simplicity are closely related 
both in use of resources (such as organic 
foods: young Friends staged a fast/protest, 
when they learned our produce hadn’t 
been organic) and how we lead our lives. 
Achieving this balance is difficult, but 
worth working toward. 
 
In Canada, Yearly Meeting is challenged by 
financial constraints and by having more 
tasks than people to undertake them.  If 
unencumbered by excess, we are freer to 
serve, make choices, look to the future, 
and care for one another rightly.  It grieved 
Friends to approve a deficit budget which 
made severe cuts to (travel for) 
Representatives to Outside Bodies; in hopes 
Friends could reduce other costs, increase 
donations through PACs, thus still support 
these valued relationships.  
 
A Budget Brainstorming Special Interest 
Group made a page full of 
recommendations.  Nominating Committee 
struggled to fill vacancies on some CYM 
Committees. It was difficult for the two 
western Friends on Religious Education 
Committee (there are no active members 
from Central/East) to find adequate 
support for the Youth Programme. 
A committee of care formed to uphold 
them, and hopes to find solutions for next 
summer when CYM is in Nova Scotia 
(anyone out there able to help us?)   
 
After the Report on how funds were used 
for the anonymous Outreach Gift, a new 
committee was named (if the donor 
accepts Friends’ discernment in allocation 
of a further gift). 
 
Friends from diverse backgrounds and 
varied perspectives struggled together 
prayerfully with current issues having 

direct impact on the Society of Friends.  
“Turning the Tide,” a project of Britain 
Yearly Meeting‘s Quaker Peace and Social 
Witness, energized Friends to work 
creatively on justice and peace issues 
through non-violent direct action.   Time 
was needed for some Friends to reach unity 
in recognizing that the legal definition of 
marriage should extend to same-sex 
couples. Our approved Minute noted that 
whether or not to support same-sex 
marriages is decided at the local Meeting 
level, but affirms that “our experiences 
and discernment on this issue have been 
partly shaped by the presence in our 
community of wonderful, loving, 
committed same-sex relationships.  (Some 
are) bringing up children in the same loving 
way we would expect any family to do.”   
 
By contrast, a minute drafted in a Special 
Interest Group on Anti-terrorism legislation 
(with its threats to civil liberties), passed 
almost immediately.  Friends from the U.S 
and the U.K. were moved and will “take 
this minute home.”  Also quickly approved 
was a letter to both Ariel Sharon (Israel) 
and Mahmoud Abbas (Palestine) asking that 
concrete steps be taken “to end the cycle 
of violence between your country and 
(Palestine/Israel).”   
 
All week, the violent turmoil in other parts 
of the world, the degradation of the 
environment, growing consumerism and 
political dysfunction challenged us to 
search for appropriate responses rooted in 
our Faith traditions. 
 
Our Clerk began many Meeting for Worship 
for Business sessions with amazingly 
appropriate readings, some from the Draft 
Chapter "Foundations of Fait," of the work-
in-progress, Canadian Faith & Practice, 
which the Faith & Practice Development 
Committee shared with us for review. Also 
presented was the new Organization and 
Procedure.  In morning Bible study, Chris 
Ravndal taught us centering Prayer ("no 
strings attached") Lectio Divina, and other 
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approaches which reveal fresh meaning in 
scriptures, as well as helping us focus our 
gathered attention in worship. 
 
The theme resonated again in one man’s 
journey, shared in the S.P. Gardner 
lecture, “Muddling Toward Simplicity,” by 
Tom Findley. His search for a simple life 
took him (and us, through his slides) on an 
epic canoe trip from Long Island Sound to 
the Bering Sea.  Settled since 1986 in a 
cabin in the Northwestern Ontario 
wilderness, Tom has “never been healthier 
or happier.”  We each seek the simplicity 
right for us, in which our faith and our 
practice are in harmony. Then, it’s the 
bridge between two realities--that of the 
Spirit, and of the physical world. When we 
live this Truth, we can find inner peace, 
which brings us joy, despite outside 
turmoil.   
 
Much love and labor (over countless details) 
made this  170th  CYM, our 48th as a united 
Meeting, so successful. We honored the 
lives of Friends who died since Aug.’02, and 
welcomed new members and visitors from 
Britain Yearly Meeting; Ohio Valley YM; 
Ohio YM (conservative); FWCC, and FGC, 
who drew us closer to the world family of 
Friends. Here in Canada we face challenges 
less harsh than for Friends elsewhere.  We 
have hope for the future.  We hold you all 
in hope and peace as we know you hold us. 
May we use our gifts rightly.  
 
 

Personals 
Visitors over the summer:  When Bill  & 
Dana Thurlow, HMM, were in Fredericton 
in August, while Bill was doing a locum as a 
surgeon, they visited Edith & Michael 
Miller and interested them in coming up to 
the UNB observatory to see Mars during its 
rare close proximity to Earth.  Around 
12:30 a.m., Aug. 27, after waiting in line to 
fit in the small observatory in small groups, 
they were thrilled to view Mars through the 
large telescope.  Michael had a hard time 

adjusting his eyes and glasses, but Edith 
and Bill clearly saw the polar ice cap and 
clouds over the planet. 
 
On August 30 the Millers visited the whole 
Calder family at their home in Kingston 
Peninsula: John and Doris Calder, NBMM, 
Gordon, Stephen, and Laura.  Laura was 
apparently taking a "busman's holiday," 
cooking up delectable foods for a big party 
of old neighbor friends, as well as the 
Millers and Hendrien Kippers, NBMM.  
Laura lives in Paris, where she is a chef and 
food writer; Gordon and Stephen, in Saint 
John.  John was about to leave for Pendle 
Hill, where he continues as acting dean, 
and Doris was going to accompany him for a 
couple of weeks and then return to enjoy 
living at home. 
 
Travelling Friends from Ashland, Ohio, 
members of Wooster Friends Meeting, 
Michael and Flo Hinshaw, visited the Millers 
in August.  As the Millers are the only NB 
Friends listed in the Directory of Traveling 
Friends, it was a convenient and Friendly 
stopover for them en route through the 
Maritimes. 
 
Sara and Kamila Nasr 
(WolfvilleMM/Newfoundland):  Marilyn 
Manzer's talented and beautiful daughters,  
Sara and Kamila, launched their new CD 
with a concert on Sept. 27 in Wolfville.  
The next day they played a benefit concert 
for former owners of Wolfville Petrocan, at 
Wolfville Lions Hall. 
 
Kimberley & Dan Reagan, Becka and 
Ashton, Wolfville MM, planned a party and 
pig roast to celebrate Dan's birthday on 
Oct. 18.  We hope to hear how it went in 
the next Newsletter. 
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Outreach 
PEI Worship Group of NBMM:  A recent 
article on Quakers in a local alternative 
health magazine has brought several 
enquiries about Meeting.  The author first 
got his information from the CYM website, 
then contacted the group for more 
information.   
 
Hampton-Saint John WG of NBMM shrank 
when Ron Gates and family moved from 
Saint John to the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
BC, but gained when Doris Calder came 
home to Long Reach, Kingston Peninsula--
leaving John Calder to resume his job once 
again as acting dean at Pendle Hill, PA.  
She and others in the Worship Group 
continue to participate in an ecumenical 
group for worship in Saint John. 
 
Keith & Ellen Helmuth met with the 
Calders at Pendle Hill, where Keith gave a 
paper on "A Quaker Consultation on 
Economics & Ecology" in June, with Quaker 
Eco-Witness and the Environmental Working 
Group of Philadelphia YM.  Then in Aug. he 
and Ellen attended a meeting on Bar 
Harbor, ME, with a “Quaker Think Tank 
Working Group,” along with 
environmentalists and academics, and 
people with American Friends Service 
Committee (AFSC) and Friends Committee 
on National Legislation (FCNL).       
 
Sackville WG of NBMM attender Nancy 
Spear, a Unitarian-Universalist from 
Pennsylvania, who now lives in Tidnish, NS, 
learned about the Worship Group from the 
notice in the local paper. 
 
Houlton-Woodstock WG of NBMM 
participates in an "Umbrella of Care" soup 
kitchen in Houlton, along with other 
churches.  Umbrella also provides healthful 
snacks for elementary school children.  The 
group have also been turning out for an 
ecumenical silent vigil in Houlton, "STAND 
with us FOR PEACE", for 17 months. 
 

Wolfville MM:  Wolfville Outreach 
Committee have developed a plan to 
increase public awareness of their presence 
in the community.  See an outline of their 
plan in this issue under WMM's "Summary of 
minutes of Aug. 20" for the outline of their 
plan. 
 

Care to Care - Physicians Want to 
Help Iraq 
A letter from Dr. Dale Dewar, Sept. 18, 
appeals to Friends to support the following 
project. 
 
"Dear Friends, Are you interested in 
supporting the people of Iraq in their 
search for peace and justice?  Care to Care 
is a response to the UN appeal June 03: 
'Supporting and strengthening the capacity 
(of Iraqi service providers) is a core 
objective.'  
 
"Care to Care was conceived from the 
desires of many lay and professional people 
to help the people of Iraq.  We realized 
that capacity building for health care 
providers was one way that our help could 
have a multiplier effect.  Special 
components of the project will focus on the 
health and wellbeing of women and 
children.  An area in Iraqi Kurdistan was 
chosen because direct contact could be 
made with colleagues in Iraq through 
Canadian Iraqi Kurds, and because the 
project needed an infrastructure not 
available in Southern Iraq.  Iraqi Kurdistan, 
while more fortunate than its southern 
counterpart, has also suffered some years 
of war and violence.  Care to Care begins in 
two phases: Nov. 3-20, 2003, and Mar. and 
Apr. 2004."  MM clerks and Worship Group 
contacts should have the complete letter, 
with detailed descriptions of these phases.    
 
"The current initial project will require 
$16,000.  It would be projected that both 
phases would require approximately 
$36,000.  The physicians and, eventually, 
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the nurse-midwife are volunteering their 
time. 
 
"What is significant and unique about this 
project that it goes beyond immediate aid 
relief to provide support for Iraqi medical 
practitioners that will have sustained 
benefits to health care recipients. 
 
"This project provides Monthly Meetings 
with a new vehicle for awareness raising in 
their communities.  It means an enormous 
amount to besieged people for Canadians 
to reach out with helping hands and show 
that people in the western world care. 
 
"Making a charitable donation:  Tax-
deductible, charitable donations can be 
sent to:  Toronto Monthly Meeting, 60 
Lowther Ave., Toronto, ON, M5R 1C7.  
Make your check out to TMM - Iraqi Aid.  
Inquiries:  quaker_aid@hotmail.com  
or, 416-515-9678." 
 

 

MONTHLY MEETINGS 

Halifax Monthly Meeting 

Summary of minutes of September 9, 2003.        
8 Friends were present and Advices & 
Queries #26 was read. 
 
• Jane MacKay Wright's proposed visit to 

Halifax was cancelled. 

• HMM is tender towards the needs of its 
members and attenders, and welcomes 
guidance from people with particular 
environmental or food sensitivities, and 
discouraging the use of scented products 
in Meetings and activities. 

• The First Day School committee has met 
with the children to hear their 
suggestions, and will be using Quakers on 
the Move this year. 

• Membership:  Mel Earley has been 
welcomed into membership in the 
Religious Society of Friends through HMM. 

Ruth Bishop has been welcomed as a 
member of HMM. 

 

Halifax Monthly Meeting 

Summary of minutes of October 12, 2003. 
18 Friends were present and Advices & 
Queries #27 was read. 
• Letters from Fred & Susan Holtz:  HMM 

received Susan's full response to a poem 
in The Canadian Friend and regret that 
the full letter was not printed.  The 
Meeting is reminded that Friends' 
testimony on truth and integrity is 
weakened when we criticize large 
corporations without seeking information 
on their corporate values and activities.  
Susan is asked to submit an article to CF 
on businesses which seek to support 
environmental and social values, and 
those which have little social sensitivity, 
and to keep Friends updated on hopeful 
trends. 

• Proposal to have more than one Yearly 
Meeting in Canada:  HMM asks Paige 
Kennedy to take the following minute 
to Representative Meeting:  "We agree 
that it is appropriate for Friends to 
consider the structure of Quakerism in 
Canada with respect to environmental, 
physical, emotional and financial costs, 
but strongly recommend that all 
Friends, not only Western Canadian 
MMs, be encouraged to consider this." 

• Proposed visit by Margaret Slavin, of 
Wooler MM:  Margaret has a leading to 
travel among Canadian Friends under a 
concern for our creative arts.  She 
proposes one week each with Halifax, 
South Shore and Antigonish Friends, 
immediately after Yearly Meeting sessions 
in Aug. 2004.  As Margaret also plans to 
visit Atlantic Friends Gathering in May 
2005, perhaps this might be a better time 
for local Friends.  Sylvia Mangalam is 
asked to contact Worship Groups and 
Isolated Friends for interest in a series of 
visits, and to report back to Dec. MM in 

Advices & Queries #26:  Do you 
recognize the needs and gifts of each 
member of your family and household, 
not forgetting your own?  Try to make 
your home a place of loving friendship 
and enjoyment, where all who live or 
visit may find the peace and 
refreshment of God's presence. 
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Advices & Queries #27:  Live 
adventurously.  When choices arise, do 
you take the way that offers the fullest 
opportunity for the use of your gifts in 
the service of God and the community?  
Let your life speak.  When decisions 
have to be made, are you ready to join 
with others in seeking clearness, asking 
for God's guidance and offering counsel 
to one another? 

order to inform Margaret in a timely 
manner of HMM's requirements. 

• Membership:  Barbara MacAuley has been 
welcomed into membership in the 
Religious Society of Friends. 

• Charles Brown has applied for 
membership.   

 
Schedule of Halifax Monthly Meeting: 
• Sat. Nov. 1 - Atlantic Friends Meeting for 

Common Concerns, 11:00-4:00, potluck, 
Maida Follini's, 183 E. Victoria St., 
Amherst, 902-661-1377. 

• Sun. Nov. 2 - HMM Meeting for Worship, 
brown-bag lunch, & consideration of "The 
Earth Charter" - Please read ahead. 

• Tues. Nov. 4 - HMM, 7:30 pm, 5 Blink 
Bonnie Terr., Dartmouth. 

• Wed. Nov. 5 - Bible study, 7:30 pm, 
Tellez home, 22 Northcliffe La., Hfx. 

• Sun. Nov. 9 - HMM M4W and Dartmouth 
Worship Group. 

• Wed. Nov. 12 - Bible study, 7:30 pm, 
Tellez home. 

• Fri. Nov. 14 - Potluck dinner, 6:00-6:30 
pm, to welcome new members, Tellez 
home. 

• Sun. Nov. 16 - HMM M4W, followed by 
presentation on "I" messages by Jessie 
Tellez. 

• Sun. Nov. 16 - Barbara Pritchard gives a 
piano recital, 8:00 pm, Brunton 
Auditorium, Mount Allison 
University, Sackville, NB. 

• Wed. Nov. 19 - Bible 
study, 7:30 pm - TBA. 

• Sat. Nov. 22 - Barbara 
Pritchard gives a piano 
recital, 8:00 pm, Art 
Gallery, St. Mary's 
University, Hfx. 

• Sun. Nov. 23 - HMM M4W 
and Dartmouth Worship 
Group. 

• Nov. 22 or 29 - Workshop 
on dream interpretation by Ruth Main - 
please let Programme Committee know 
your date preference. 

 

Wolfville Monthly Meeting 

Summary of minutes of August 20, 2003, at 
home of Treasurer, Dale Gruchy.  6 Friends 
present.                                                                     
• Ministry and Counsel Report:  The 

Meeting is very grateful to M&C, to the 
Marriage Arrangements Committee, and 
to Katie's mother, Prindle Vaux, for their 
work and gracious care for all, at the 
marriage of Katharine and Andrew Aven 
(formerly Katharine Vaux and Andrew 
Gillis). 

• Meredith Browning: "Youth Challenge 
International":  A request was received 
from Meredith Browning of Port Williams, 
who asks for our support in enabling her 
to take part in this project. It involves a 
trip to Guyana, South America, in 
October 2003, to give grass roots social 
support and learn about other ways of 
life. Meredith completed high school in 
2003 and plans this as a service year prior 
to further education. She will make 
several presentations upon her return, 
and has already raised substantial sums 
towards the approximately $4000 
needed. 

• We agree to give $50.00 to Youth 
Challenge International in support of 
Meredith Browning’s participation. 

• Canadian Faith and Practice:  The revised 
draft of the chapter on "Foundations of 
Faith" has been received. The next 
chapter will be "The Meeting 

Community". 
Extracts are 
requested by 
October 1. See 
the most 
recent 
Canadian 
Friend for 
subheadings. 

• Name Change:  
Friend 
Gwenyth Dwyn, 
has advised 
that she is now 

legally known as Gwenyth Brigit Dwyn, 
instead of Gwen Klassen. 

• Outreach Report:  Meeting August 17, 
2003:  In attendance: Penni Burrell, 
Bruce Dienes, Gwenyth Dwyn, Peter 
MacInnes.  (Note: Gwenyth is not a 
member of Outreach Committee, but 
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agreed to sit in on this meeting and offer 
her perspectives.) 

• The Wolfville Outreach Committee met to 
begin the development of a plan for the 
fall to increase the public awareness of 
our presence in the community and 
increase participation in the meeting.  It 
was agreed to bring the following to the 
Monthly Meeting for Business for its 
consideration: 

1. Hold an Open House at the end of 
September to increase public 
awareness of our Meeting, its 
beliefs and processes. 

2. Prior to the Open House, the 
committee would contact past 
attenders who no longer are in 
regular attendance in an effort to 
determine why they no longer 
attend, and to invite them to the 
Open House. 

3. Plan follow-up activities to 
introduce Quaker faith and practice 
to those who are interested 
("Quaker 101"). 

We believe it would be useful to hold 
a joint meeting of Outreach 
Committee with Ministry and Counsel, 
as we see many overlaps between 
outreach and "inreach". 

Wolfville Monthly Meeting 

Positions for 2003-04: 
• Clerk: Marilyn Manzer 

• Recording Clerk: Carol Bradley 

• Treasurer: Peter MacInnes 

• Ministry & Counsel: Barbara Aikman, 
Dale Gruchy, Gwenyth Dwyn (formerly 
Gwen Klassen) 

• Outreach: Bruce Dienes, Sheila 
Richardson, Peter MacInnes 

• AFG Planning: Bruce Dienes 

 
Summary of minutes of Sept. 17, 2003, at 
home of the Clerk.  6 people present. 
 
Ministry & Counsel:  WMM is holding a 
Worship Sharing every second week; open 
to all, it is an hour with a brief social 
period before and after.  It was planned for 
Sept. 29 at Marilyn Manzer's.  The Meeting 

also has a Study Group in four sessions this 
fall, on "Deepening our Understanding of 
Quakerism."  A session with Anne Thomas is 
also planned on "Roots of Quakerism." 
 
Outreach:  Outreach and M&C planned an 
Open House for Sept. 30 in Wolfville's 
United Church Parlour on Main St. 
 
Katie Aven (formerly, Vaux):  Katie asked 
the Meeting for assistance with tuition at 
Atlantic School of Theology.  WMM gladly 
agreed to write a letter in support of her 
studies, and set up a Continuing Committee 
of Care.  They agreed to give a nominal $50 
towards her tuition. 
 
CYM delegates:  Marilyn Manzer and 
Barbara Aikman, delegates, and Katie Aven 
and Carol Bradley attended Yearly Meeting 
for about half the week. 
 
Atlantic Friends Gathering 2004: Planning 
Committee: two persons; Ministry and 
Counsel, two persons; treasurer, one 
person. 
 
Nominating Committee:  Carol Bradley 
planned to attend CYM Program Committee 
in Calgary, Oct. 24-26.  She and Gwenyth 
had an organizational meeting Oct. 18 in 
Windsor within sight of CYM 2004.  These 
are the job titles for Local Arrangements 
Committee for CYM 2004: 
• Overall coordination:  Kings Edgehill 

Liaison (general)  

• Food service:  Kings Edgehill Food Service 
Liaison, food co-op coordinator, food co-
op sanitation and cleanup coordinator, 
picnic coordinator 

• Possible committee roles:  Liaison with 
growers/suppliers of organic produce, & 
purchase supplies of bulk foods, 
purchase/menu-planning, volunteer 
coordination 

• Programming adult program:  Meeting 
rooms, sound systems/materials, display 
area 

• Children's program:  Meeting rooms, 
physical needs of the program, local 
activity 
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• Intergenerational program:  Family night, 
picnic activities, other optional activities? 

• Travel arrangements/bus coordination 

• Local tourism possibilities. 

New Brunswick Monthly Meeting 

• Clerk:  Martha McClure 

• Recording Clerk:  Vince Zelazny 

• Treasurer:  Maida Follini 

• Nominating Committee:  Michael Miller, 
Vince Zelazny, Maida Follini 

 
Summary of minutes of Sept. 21, 2003, at 
Edmund Casey Hall, St. Thomas University, 
Fredericton, NB.  9 were present. 
 
• Conference Calling:  Vince reported on 

behalf of Maria Recchia and himself, on 
the possibility of meeting through 
conference call.  Recognizing the 
difficulty that Friends from outside the 
Fredericton area have in participating in 
MM, and that gasoline is a "seed of war", 
we ask that Maria & Vince investigate the 
practical issues further.  Malcolm Miller 
agreed to assist with a report of this. 

• NBMM is considering serving Yearly 
Meeting by volunteering to take on the 
duties of the Canadian Quaker Pamphlet 
Series Editorial Board.  We are looking for 
persons to serve on the board.   

• Isolated Friends:  NBMM agrees to support 
IFs in the Amherst, NS, area. 

• CFSC request for support:  Many Friends 
are unaware that funds contributed to 
CYM support travel by CFSC committee 
members to attend biannual meetings 
only.  NBMM for several years supported 
ThaiHHOF (Thai Holistic Health 
Foundation), which was under the care of 
CFSC, but has since become self-
sufficient and no longer needs our 
support.  We will send a $500 donation 
for 2003-04, to be used in a manner that 
the Committee sees fit.  NBMM recognizes 
the great value of work done by CFSC, 
relative to the size of the gift, and thank 
them and pledge to hold them in the 
Light.   


